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Harmony & Unity
Carmel Bungalow Remodel

This small Carmel residence began the design process
as a clumsy, cut-up conglomerate of disparate parts,
resulting from a series of successive remodels unified
only by its painted shell. The objective here was to
enlarge, update and unify this house into a functional,
coherent and engaging home while keeping it
consistent with its Carmel roots.
The addition of a parking bridge not only satisfied
regulatory requirements, but added an architectural
element that serves to compliment and enhance the
primary structure.
Primary Professional
Roles:
3D Volume Study, Working
Drawings (CAD), WD Set
Management, Specification
(P), Architectural Detailing,
Consultant Coordination,
Building Submittal
Managment, Construction
Managment (P).
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Stone, Iron & Glass
Stonehouse

Tucked in a remote redwood valley, its cyclopian stone facade
along with the concrete and steel structure (with metal windows)
provides assurance against the ravages of fire, while giving the
home the picturesque rustic feel of a “structure in the woods.”
Primary Professional Roles:
Design Development, Drawing (CAD), Working Drawings, WD Set
Management, Architectural Detailing, Consultant Coordination, Building
Submittal Management.
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Focus, Conformation & Mass
Hunter Lake House

This design was commissioned by an architect for a
speculative house on his property. Located just east of
the Sierras on an irregular L-shaped lot, the design
needed to direct the view, adapt to the topography,
and conform to the limits of the property.
It uses solid, opaque walls and thermal mass
to focus the perception of space through less
massive, more transparent walls.
Nestled low against the side of a hill of
the Great Basin, this solution creates a
warm and inviting environment with an
amazing view of Tahoe National Forest.

Primary Professional Roles:
Design, Design Development, Drawing (CAD),
2D Isometric Drawing, Presentation Drawings
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A Different Point of View
The Tent

When your ordinary 1200 square foot party tent is too mundane,
when you have a lovely 1500 square foot Terrace that becomes
unusable in inclement weather, then this 1500 square foot
tension structure with its independent self supporting steel
aluminum and glass [plexy] demountable wall perfectly
incapsulates the terrace for a holiday gathering. When weather
threatens, the tent and wall can be assembled in a day or so and
if warmer weather approaches, it can be stored away for future
use. The fabric portion can be used alone as a shade structure.
Primary Professional Roles:
Design Development, Drawing (CAD), 3D Modeling, Presentation
Drawings (P) Working Drawings, WD Set Management, Architectural
Detailing, Product Research, Consultant Coordination, Construction
Management (P).

